
 
 

From April 1, 2024:  

 

TILTING AT WINDMILLS - #10 e - Quality Control - 

Doctor, there's a monkey cancer in my Covid 

soup?? 

Regarding McKernan’s thorough research which suggested that nobody 

ever should take any mRNA experimentals, Jeff Childers’ Substack goes on 

to say: More tests are needed, and justified, and Kevin McKernan says they are 

coming.  

If you’re interested in reading more, I also relied on Rebekah Barnett’s more 

comprehensible Substack takedown of Kevin’s (2024)post, titled “DNA 

contamination in Covid vaccines DOES get into human cells, new evidence 

shows.” 

I think this is the most promising line of research going in terms of helping 

establish Covid manufacturers’ liability. If genetic integration is proven, it will 

bring the entire odious pharma crack house right down on their heads. 

From AI - Article Factory: Uncovering Contamination: The McKernan 

Case  --  everything from AI I have italicized 

In recent weeks, concerns have arisen regarding the contamination of human 

cells by certain batches of the Covid-19 vaccine. The case that brought this 

issue into the spotlight involves renowned scientist Dr. Aiden McKernan, who 

discovered traces of foreign genetic material in several samples from 

vaccinated individuals. 
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https://substack.com/redirect/b13c09b7-b13c-44b0-954d-d0744a6df0fd?j=eyJ1IjoiMTd4NmxnIn0.ucajaGn6FaxkDLM2uxvdjJwSieCBbIYMfI2z5TJKT9E


Research Reveals Alarming Findings 

Dr. McKernan, a leading expert in molecular biology, conducted meticulous 

research analyzing post-vaccination samples under high-powered microscopes 

and sequencing techniques. His aim was to investigate any possible long-term 

effects or adverse reactions related to the administration of Covid vaccines. 

The Presence of Foreign Genetic Material 

To his surprise, Dr. McKernan found foreign genetic material within human 

cells obtained from vaccinated individuals' blood samples instead of solely viral 

protein components specific to SARS-CoV-2 as would be expected with an 

mRNA-based vaccine like those developed by Pfizer-BioNTech or Moderna. 

McKernan discovered that Simian virus, which is something that should 

have been foreign to all manufacturing processes was present in blood 

and tissue samples of vaccinated individuals. That virus is oncogenic, 

which means cancer-promoting. Does anyone remember that Pfizer shut 

down production in a facility near Baltimore? The following is just a 

vignette of what is a global problem, and WHO and the vax 

manufacturers knew about it. Remember the virus was released from a 

non-compliant, unsanitary laboratory in Wuhan.  The simian virus could 

have been left-over from another experimental process. 
 


